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Abstract: While scientific theories such as genetic engineering and gene editing technology have an impact on the biological
field, researchers have gradually been applied the theory of biological genetics to specific fields such as computers, knowledge
innovation, and design innovation. Many researchers have shown that innovators have specific characteristics that differ from
those of the general population and reported on these factors extensively. However, few studies have been reported to consider
these innovator-specific factors as innovative genes and to evaluate innovators. In this study, these characteristics specific to the
innovator were considered as the human social genes equivalent to human biological genes and the relevance between them was
examined. As results, the biological genetic theory was integrated with the innovative theory and a theoretical model of
innovative genetics was proposed based on the concepts of innovative genes and innovative chromosomes. Their roles were also
pointed out in the innovative process, along with a model of innovation genes, innovative chromosomes, and innovative
education that promote innovators' innovation.
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1. Introduction
As the driving force of economic growth, innovation has
become an important determinant of the competitiveness of
an organization, and the improvement of innovative
capabilities needs to be preceded by scientific innovation
methods [1-3]. With the rapid advancement of basic science
research and science and technology, the continuous
emergence of new disciplines and interdisciplinary
disciplines has greatly promoted the theoretical research of
innovation. While scientific theories such as genetic
engineering and gene editing technology have been applied
to the biological field, nowadays they have been also
introduced gradually into other fields. In this regard, many
researchers have carried out extensive research on the
innovative application of biological genetic theory in other
fields [4-6]. Researcher [7] analogized the evolution of
technology and the principle of natural evolution, applying

genetic principles to the evolutionary path of technology.
Kell et al. [1] combined the innovation process with the
concept of biological evolution and used the theory of gene
mutation and recombination to reveal the process of
disruptive innovation. Wang et al. [4] applied genetic
engineering principles to the variant design of a stacker crane
and proposed a genetic control mechanism for diversified
product design innovations. Feng et al. [5] combined the
innovative theory with the biological genetics theory on the
basis of analyzing the similarities between the innovative
process and the forming process of living beings, and
constructed a theoretical model of innovative genetics,
providing ideas and methods for specific technological
innovations. Liu et al. [6] combined product genes concepts
with physical information expression process, proposed a
product unit genes expression method described into physical
units, and created a variant design model based on product
genes and physical expression. Like this, many researchers
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have applied the theory of biological genes to specific fields
such as computers, knowledge innovation, and design
innovation, etc. [3-5].
In recent years, with the in-depth study of the entire
innovator and the development of the times, the definition
and attributes for innovator have undergone a gradual process
of dynamic evolution [7-8]. A comprehensive analysis of
previous studies defines as; innovators have a good system of
innovative qualities that can create new knowledge,
technologies and products by breaking through the original
theory, viewpoints, techniques and methods, and contributing
to the progress of the society and the development of the
times. Many researchers have shown that innovators have
specific characteristics that differ from those of the general
population and reported on these factors extensively [1, 2, 9].
However, few studies have considered these innovatorspecific factors as innovative genes for evaluating innovators.
These characteristics specific to the innovator were
considered as the human social genes equivalent to human
biological genes and examined its relevance. As results, the
biological genetic theory was integrated with the innovative
theory, and a theoretical model of innovative genetics was
proposed based on the concepts of innovative genes and
innovative chromosomes. It aims at exploring the inherent
characteristics of innovators, explaining the associations of
these characteristics, and providing a theory that promotes
human innovation. The results provided theoretical and
technical tools for the development of specific innovations.

2. Theoretical Background
2.1. Innovation
Innovation, is a topic that never fading charms, and the
civilization of human society is a history that full of
continuous innovation and creation [10, 11]. In particular,
when the era step into the twenty-first century, innovation
happened in many science and technology fields is deeply
changing the constitution of human civilization as well as its
core concepts, and now scientific and technical innovation
has become the soul of the progress of knowledge economy
[12]. With this trend, the cultivation of creative science and
technology talents, who as the subject in scientific and
technical innovation activities, is also becoming a common
focus concerned by many countries in the development of
human resources [9].
2.2. Innovator
The earliest research can be traced back to the age when
British psychologists studied the thinking characteristics of
famous geniuses in their book “Hereditary and Genius” and
tried to understand the genetic factors of creative expression
[13]. Later, Cattell used statistical methods to study the
personality traits of American scientists [14]; Chassell et al.
examined creativity through psychometric related methods
[15]; Joseph conducted a questionnaire survey and performed
a systematic study of 710 inventors [16]; Graham studied

creativity through scientific discoveries or creative inventions
[17]; Anne used various method and studied the intellectual
characteristics of physicists, biologists, and social scientists
[18]. A psychologists published a famous speech titled
"Creativity" and called on psychologists to join hands to
carry out research on creative issues [13]. This has led to the
trend of cultivating innovative talents in the psychology
community. Related research topics include the following
directions: The first is to examine the quality or ability
related to innovation (or creation) from the perspective of
cognitive models, and it is believed thinking activities and
knowledge are the basis of innovation (or creation) activities.
The second is to examine the quality or ability related to
innovation (or creation) activities from the perspective of
social psychology. It is believed that the source of creativity
is related to personality traits, motivation and social and
cultural environment. The third is to examine the quality of
innovation (creation) subjects from a comprehensive
perspective, and it is believed that creativity is produced by a
combination of factors [19].
2.3. Innovative Education
After entering the 1990s, the knowledge economy has
developed rapidly. Scientific and technological innovation
has become an important engine for economic and social
development [20, 21]. Education development has become a
priority for many countries in the construction of innovative
countries. With this background, and at the same time as the
promotion of the educational reform movement in this period,
more and more researchers are beginning to realize that
creative education that focuses on creating skills and thinking
training is to cultivate students’ innovative ability. Taking this
as an opportunity, creative education began to transform into
innovative education, and gradually developed into a new
theoretical form and a new mode of educational practice in
the field of contemporary educational research [22-24]. Its
basic development trend is manifested in many aspects: the
education system has changed from closed and rigid to open
and flexible [23]. This open education system aims to
strengthen the connection between schools and society and
the communication between various parts of the education
system, promote the flexible transition between the educated
people’ learning and work, and shift the education system
from authoritarian to decentralized [25]. To enable schools,
teachers, and students to enjoy full autonomy, teacher-student
relationship changes from authoritative to equality,
independence, and democracy; creates a free-growth
environment for educated people; pays attention to the
cultivation of individuality and interest. The method changes
from an indoctrination style to a heuristic style, from
focusing on classrooms to changing both inside and outside
the classroom, and from single teaching to the combination
of teaching and research [26].

3. Linkage of Social and Biological Gene
Innovation in different fields is an activity in which many
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elements interact with the environment or conditions of
production. It is a process of combining several elements
based on specific purposes and giving them concrete
behaviors such as shapes, structures, and functions. It is
also a process of analyzing information, acquiring ideas
from information, and finding the most appropriate solution
to the problem. Studies have shown that this process has a
higher similarity with biological genetic engineering.
Biological genetic engineering is a technology that
combines genomes of different origins to synthesize DNA
and transfect cells to transform the inherent genetic
characteristics of the cells [26, 27]. Likewise, in the
innovative process, there are no biological properties such
as biological genes or chromosomes, but there is a great
similarity between the information flow process of the
innovative and biological system regarding the innovative
goals of production, processing, engineering and technology,
etc. An organism’s DNA is an assembly of genetic
information, which regulates and governs everything
needed for life activities, including quality, character,
appearance, and color, etc. Innovators, in particular, are
direct directors of the innovative process, thereby regulating
and progressing the innovative process. On the other hand,
it has been shown that innovators who create innovations
have a set of characteristics that distinguish them from other
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ordinary people.
The major factor that determines the biological properties
of an organism is the gene that constitutes the chromosome.
The goal is to raise the social genes specific to the
innovator-like biological gene and a model of its relevance
(see Figure 1). As shown in Figure 1, living organisms
(plants, animals, microbe, etc.) have biological genes as basic
units of genetic material, and the regular arrangement of
these genes leads to the formation of chromosomes. The
chromosomes formed regulate all the functions of life
through the expression of genes, and this process is a unique
feature of life organism. In other words, living body is
maintained and activated by genes, and all the characteristics
of living body is governed and determined by genes. On the
other hand, applying these biological laws to innovators can
reflect innovator characteristics in a very similar way.
Innovator has a basic unit of innovation-specific genes called
the innovation gene, and the innovative chromosomes are
formed through absorption, processing and combination of
these innovative genes. The innovative chromosomes formed
represent unique chromosomal characteristics of the
innovator and the practice process is a unique expression
process specific to the innovator. As a result, all the
characteristics of the innovator are governed and determined
by the innovative genes.

Figure 1. Innovation gene and innovation chromosome.

4. Construction of Innovative Genetic
Model
4.1. An Iceberg-Model-Based Innovative Genetic Model
Competency model refers to a combination of different
competency and quality elements needed to be competent for
a certain job and achieve a certain performance goal. It is a
series of competency and quality features that are combined
to meet specific job requirements, including knowledge, skill
level, and motivation, personality characteristics, self-image
and social role characteristics, etc. At present, the iceberg
model is a widely used competency model [12]. The iceberg
competency model divides the individual's quality into
"above water surface" benchmark quality and "below water
surface" discriminatory quality. It describes the individual's
quality as an iceberg floating on the ocean, where knowledge
and skills belong to the surface part exposed to the surface of

the water [11]. This part is the requirement for the basic
qualities of the incumbent (Figure 2) [28, 29].
The innovative genetic model based on the iceberg model
considers human characteristics, including knowledge, skill
level, and motivation, personality characteristics, self-image
and social role characteristics, etc., as chromosomes such as
biological chromosomes. Ultimately, as biological
chromosomes contain a large number of biological genes, the
innovator's innovative chromosomes also contain many
innovative genes. These innovative genes are unique to
innovator, and unlike those of ordinary people, they reflect
the proprietary nature of innovator.
The innovative genetic model based on the iceberg
model is new model that expresses the individual
characteristics of the iceberg model as innovative
chromosomes and describes the unique characteristics of
innovator through innovative genes that form innovative
chromosomes. In the following section, it is described in
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details how to collect and form innovative genes and
innovative chromosomes that are important factors in

constructing innovative genetic model.

Figure 2. Innovative genetic model based on iceberg quality model.

4.2. Innovative Gene Collection
Organism formation is based on the genes that constitute
the chromosomes of cells as a template. First, RNA is formed
through DNA transcription, and then various amino acids
required for the synthesis of the desired proteins are carried
by RNA to complete the expression of genetic information
and finally form a complete organism [25, 26]. Likewise,
innovator also depends on the innovative genes that make up
the innovative chromosome. Accurate collection of these
innovative genes is an important factor in establishing the
innovative genetic model.
As mentioned earlier, the innovative genes are the basis of
the innovative genetic model, so the collection of the
innovative genes is the key to building the innovative genetic
model. There are many ways to collect data in the process of
constructing quality models, such as behavioral event
interviews, key event methods, questionnaire surveys, panel
discussions, work analysis methods, evaluation methods,
expert system databases, focus interviews, and direct
observation method etc. These methods have different
characteristics. The choice of which method to use to obtain
information depends on the actual situation of model.
Sometimes, it is necessary to apply several methods at the
same time, or to use different methods according to different
research phases to complement each other. The collection of
innovative genes is an important factor in ensuring the
accuracy of innovative genetic model and has a great
influence on the classification and formation of the
innovative chromosome. Thus, selecting a reasonable
collection method and improving the accuracy of the model
is a prerequisite for the construction of an innovative genetic
model.
4.3. Innovative Chromosome Formation
Through the extraction of relevant innovative genes, vast
amounts of innovative gene data can be formed. At this time,
various methods need to be used for classification and
screening, and genes that are strongly related to the purpose

of innovation should be selected to exclude the interference
of weakly affected genes, thereby forming the innovative
chromosomes (see Figure 3).
The selection of methods for the formation of innovative
chromosomes is also a prerequisite for ensuring the accuracy
of the innovative genetic model. An important problem in
forming innovative chromosomes for the collected innovative
genes is to accurately form innovative chromosomes by
applying appropriate classification and screening methods.
Figure 3 shows the innovative genetic model for innovator
and shows the results of the innovative genetic model
according to the collection method of the innovation gene
and the formation method of the innovation chromosome
mentioned above.

Figure 3. Innovative genetic model of innovator.

Innovative genes included in skill level chromosomes are
not only necessary for producing innovative performance
expressed mainly in innovators, but also have relatively
common characteristics. It shows that the innovator's
thinking includes not only rational thinking forms such as
analogical thinking, philosophical thinking, and reverse
thinking, but also irrational thinking forms such as intuition
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thinking and inspiration thinking. Because the innovative
genes of skill level chromosomes have the ability to select,
break through, and reconstruct the existing knowledge,
experience, and information in the process of innovation, and
grasp the important role of the inherent nature and laws of
the development of things with the new cognitive model,
they can be viewed as intelligent system for individual
innovative activities.
4.3.2. Knowledge Chromosome
The innovative genes included in the knowledge
chromosome are mainly the theoretical knowledge,
professional knowledge, and cross-disciplinary knowledge,
etc. These are the basic systems for innovators to innovate,
showing that innovation requires a sufficient knowledge base
and a reasonable knowledge structure as a support. The
knowledge chromosome is the premise of the innovative
formation, but also the "source of water" of innovative
activities.
4.3.3. Motivation Chromosome
The innovative genes included in the motivation
chromosome are mainly the personality characteristics of the
innovators in their professional activities, such as self-image,
social motivation, personal attitudes, values, and internal
driving forces, etc. In the innovative genetic model based on
the iceberg model, these genes are hidden below the surface
and difficult to detect, but they are often the main internal
factors that affect the innovative performance and the
individual behavior of the innovative subject. It plays a
decisive role in obtaining or using a particular knowledge
and skill. The innovative genes of motivation chromosome
are the basic element of the innovator's innovative
consciousness and the formation of the innovative spirit.
4.3.4. Personality Characteristics Chromosome
The innovative genes included in the personality
characteristics chromosome are mainly the characteristics of
commonalities that are manifested in problem discovery,
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problem analysis, and problem-solving in which innovators
engage in scientific research or technological development
activities. It includes both cognitive ability based on
knowledge, experience, and thinking level, such as analysis
power, reasoning power, comprehension power, insight, etc.,
as well as its ability to transform scientific research ideas or
scientific research programs into actual scientific and
technological achievements. Genes such as operational skills,
teamwork, and experience migration, which constitute the
key link for effective and smooth implementation of
technological innovations, can be seen as an individual's
implementation system for technological innovation.

5. Genetic Model and Education
5.1. Innovative Chromosomes Promotes Innovative Ideas
In the process of forming the innovative ideas, each
chromosome represents a dimension, and the dimensions of
the innovative ideas can be determined based on the number
of innovative chromosomes formed. An important factor in
promoting the innovative ideas is innovation courage. The
model in Figure 4 shows the innovator's chromosome and
explains the pattern that drives the innovative ideas. The key
chromosomes forming the innovative ideas are skill level
chromosome, personality characteristics chromosome,
knowledge chromosome, and motivation chromosome are the
catalysts of skill level chromosome. As shown in model, it is
suggested that increasing skill level ability will enhance your
ability to form the innovative ideas.
The innovative genetic model that promotes innovation is
a model showing the relationship of the innovative
chromosomes after forming the innovative chromosomes
based on collecting the innovative genes specific to innovator.
This model shows to what people should do to promote
innovation and what the key factors are for it (innovative
chromosome and innovative gene).

Figure 4. Innovative chromosome promotes innovative idea.

5.2. Education Promotes Innovation
Innovative education is an education form based on the
needs of human and social development [30]. It aims at
cultivating people with innovative qualities such as
innovative consciousness, innovative thinking, innovative

ability, and sound personality, etc. Innovation quality refers
to the total of the innovative genes that constitute innovative
chromosomes specific to innovators, which are the main
components of the innovative genetic model proposed above.
Because
the
innovator's
quality
constitutes
a
multi-dimensional organic system, cultivation of innovators
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can effectively reach the goal by integrating skill level,
personality characteristics, knowledge, and motivation
education (Figure 4). The innovative genes and the
innovative chromosomes that are specific to innovator can
improve and enhance his or her abilities through education.
This education is the innovative education, and as shown in
the innovative genetic model promoting innovation, it
suggests that innovative education is an important factor to
enhance or improve people's innovative ability.

6. Conclusion
In recent years, with the in-depth study of the entire
innovator and the development of the times, the definition
and attributes for innovator have undergone a gradual process
of dynamic evolution. Recently, many models have been
proposed to explain the unique characteristics of the
innovator and attempts have been made to verify their
accuracy through several methods. In this paper, some
concepts were introduced including the social genes and
chromosomes specific to the innovator equivalent to
biological genes and chromosomes by combining biological
genetic theory with innovative theory and a genetic model
was presented that characterizes innovators. By using
innovative genes and innovative chromosomes to evaluate
the characteristics specific to innovator, the essential
characteristics of human beings were explained using
biological genetic theory. The proposed model should be
further validated through a number of surveys, but it provides
a rationale for the relationship between innovators and
innovative genes, and the innovative genes and chromosomes
that play an important role in raising the innovative ideas.
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